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Morning
9.00: Welcome Address

Prof. marco maraffi Department of social and Political studies
Prof. maurizio Ferrera Graduate school in social economic and 

Political sciences

9.30: Justice, truth, trAnsitions

Chair
antonella Besussi university of milan

TransiTional JusTice and consTiTuTion-Making 
Processes

andrea lollini  university of Bologna

TransiTional JusTice as liberal narraTive

ruti teitel  New York law school

11.30: coffee Break

Discussant 
claudio corradetti university of rome “tor vergata”
chantal meloni university of milan

Afternoon 
15.00: Another kind of Justice?

Chair
alessandra Facchi university of milan

drawing The line aMnesTy TruTh coMMissions and 
collecTive denial

Frank Haldemann Geneva academy of international Huma-
nitarian law and Human rights

when TransiTional JusTice becoMes resToraTive 
sandrine lefranc institut des sciences sociales du Politique 

isP/cNrs université Paris ouest

17.00: coffee Break

Discussant
enrico Biale university of Piemonte orientale, vercelli
Beatrice magni university of milan
valeria ottonelli university of Genoa

Morning
9.30: memory, forgiveness And the 

unforgivABle

Chair
Franca D’agostini Politecnico of turin 
 university of milan

The (iM)PossibiliTy of PoliTical forgiveness

Paige Digeser  university of california, santa Barbara

JusTice, Peace, TruTh. gerMan and iTalian war 
criMes and allied JusTice in iTaly: 1945-1948
michele Battini university of Pisa

11.30: coffee Break

Discussant
Francesca Pasquali university of milan
mario ricciardi university of milan
Gabriella silvestrini university of Piemonte orientale,
 alessandria

April 13 th, 2011 April 14 th, 2011

To consider the relation between truth and justice requires to move on different levels of 
enquiry and to assume different perspectives of research. To simplify it could be said that the 
basic question the Conference aims at answering is the following: is it possible to consider 
truth as a fruitful notion in political theories and political practices?

From this perspective one of the main purposes of the Conference is to look at the relation-
ships between truth and justice well beyond the experience of Truth Commissions. Such a 
question will be addressed both in normative terms and by referring to practices appealing to 
truth out of political or juridical intents.

To begin with, it is necessary to investigate the sources of the widespread diffidence and 
uneasiness toward truth. This requires to assess whether the desire for truth is hazardous and 
pointless or unavoidable and potentially productive from the perspective of political problems.

The need to go back over the relationship between politics and truth and to, eventually, 
rehabilitate the positive role of truth, is urged not only by philosophical considerations or 

normative insights about the necessity of critically revising the main paradigms of political 
philosophy. It also springs from the need of reconsidering those practices that cannot but 
explicitly put into question the relationship between politics and truth. 

In fact, focusing on how similar practices understand such a relationship opens up new lines 
of investigation about this theme.
In particular, the case of the Truth Commissions raises the question concerning the link 
between truth and justice and between truth and reconciliation. 

Such a case also helps enlightening the tensions and the possible arrangements among truth, 
justice, and agreement and it seems to hint at a conception of justice that cannot avoid re-
ference to truth.

More generally, it seems that the connection between judicial proceedings and truth is a 
constant through the history of human societies and that it is meant to accommodate funda-
mental and universal social or political exigencies.

Outline and purposes
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